All Testimonials

Serum & Reserve helps wound healing

Posted on 25/06/2015

4 Sachets Reserve a day & apply Luminesce Serum twice a day!

Day 1
Day 2
Day 3

Share the knowledge!

Posted in Luminesce Reserve Tagged wound 1 Comment

Reserve & Serum helps with wounds

Posted on 24/06/2015
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因为她已经是会员，对产品充满信心，这是她使用产品后皮肤好转的过程。

Finiti reduce the need for dialysis

Posted on 23/06/2015
My friend Maxine used to do dialysis. She took Finiti for two months. When she went to the doctors, she said his mouth hit the floor. Her kidney had reverted to a younger age and healed itself. She no longer needed dialysis. What a great feeling to help such a great lady.

Amazing

Share the knowledge!

Posted in All Testimonials, Finiti Tagged dialysis, photo testimonial 1 Comment

Reserve helped with healing wounds

Posted on 22/06/2015
Left pic (Jan'15) after taking 1 pkt of Reserve daily for 3 weeks. Right pic (Apr'15) after taking 1-2 pkts of Reserve daily
Left pic (Jan'15) after taking 1pkt of Reserve daily for 3 weeks. Right pic(Apr'15) after taking 1-2pkts of Reserve daily
Left pic (Jan'15) after taking 1 pkt of Reserve daily for 3 weeks. Right pic (Apr'15) after taking 1-2 pkts of Reserve daily.

Left picture (Jan 2015) after taking 1 packet of Reserve daily for 3 weeks. Right picture (Apr 2015) after taking 1 – 2 packets of Reserve daily.

Share the knowledge!

Posted in All Testimonials. Reserve Tagged photo testimonial, skin condition, wound 1 Comment
Luminesce Serum Helps Reduce Scars & Acne

Posted on 13/06/2015

Reserve And Am&PM Helps Recover Diabetic Symptoms

Posted on 13/06/2015
Testimonial of Diabetic

- 2 to 3 packets Reserve a day
- Am & PM 2 cap day/nite

recover in 3mths

Testimonial of Diabetic

- 2 to 3 packets of Reserve a day
- 2 capsule of Am & Pm, Day & Night

Share the knowledge!

Posted in All Testimonials, AM & PM Reserve Tagged diabetic photo testimonial wound 1

Comment

Reserve, AM&PM Testimonial

Posted on 06/04/2015
Testimonial notes from the video:

Reserve:
- Half a spoon a day helped boost immune system response.
- One spoon a day for 15 days help reduce stress and migraines significantly.
- Help lower cholesterol numbers significantly.
- Together with Propepin, help with diabetic control.

AM & PM:
- AM gives energy during the day, PM helps with sleep when facing reduced sleeping hours.

Luminesce Serum:
- Helped to reduce fine wrinkles.
- Reduce redness in the skin.

Share the knowledge!

Posted in All Testimonials, AM & PM, Luminesce, Propepin, Reserve. Tagged: cholesterol, diabetic, energy, flu, immune system, migraine, redness, sinus, skin condition, video, testimonial, wrinkles.

Psoriasis Treatment

Posted on 05/04/2015
Psoriasis is a medical condition that occurs when skin cells grow too quickly. Faulty signals in the immune system cause new skin cells to form in days rather than weeks. The body does not shed these excess skin cells, so the cells pile up on the surface of the skin and lesions form.

Observe the effects of Reserve & Luminesce Serum over the use of 30 days.

Share the knowledge!

Cancer patient’s PSA levels reduced significantly less 3 months

Posted on 04/04/2015
A cancer patient's tumors were reduced to almost normal levels in less than 3 months.


He consumed 3 packs of Reserve daily. The above PSA screening test showed that the readings reduced significantly, close to a healthy level of 4.00 on subsequent tests, dated 2 Aug 2010, in Taiwan.

Luminesce Serum & Hair Loss

Posted on 03/04/2015
During one of my conference calls with the team, we learned of a 40 year old guy in Australia, who tried the Luminesce Serum on his own hair, so he taken a photo of his head and in just 3 weeks, he grew hair fuller and thicker.

**Share the knowledge!**

Posted in All Testimonials, Luminesce Tagged hair loss, photo testimonial 2 Comments